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 US equities rose as market sentiment improved due to better-than-

expected economic data releases during the week. The US ISM
manufacturing PMI rose to 52.6 in June from 43.1 in May. In addition,
the unemployment rate declined to 11.1% in June from the previous
12.4%. The DJIA closed at 25,827.36 (+3.25% WoW), while the S&P
closed at 3,130.01 (+4.02% WoW).

 Asian equities went up driven by positive sentiment over upbeat
economic data releases in the US and China. China posted better-
than-anticipated manufacturing PMI which upticked to 50.9 in June
from 50.6 in May. The MSCI APxJ closed at 532.85 (+3.54% WoW).

 European equities rose on the back of improved sentiment as
Eurozone manufacturing PMI rebounded to 47.4 in June from 39.4 in
May. This was also brought by the risk-on appetite globally as US job
data and China manufacturing PMI increased. MSCI Europe closed at
121.53 (+1.84% WoW).

Global equities gained and US treasury yields rose on the back of risk-on sentiment as economic data starts to improve.
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 US Treasury yields rose on the back of better-than-anticipated
economic data in the US. On average, yields rose 0.97 bps with the
10Y closing at 0.6693% (+2.80 bps WoW).

 German bund yields marginally rose driven by risk-on appetite as
global economy shows hint of gradual recovery on the back of
improving maket economic data. German bund yields rose by 4.00
bps and the 10Y closed at -0.43% (5.00 bps WoW).

 Japanese bond yields rose amid risk-on sentiment as global
economic data shows signs of improvement. On average, yields rose
1.15 bps with the 10Y yield closed at 0.022% (+1.60 bps WoW).

 Key events that transpired during the week:

 US payroll grew in June by almost 5 million, the second month of
gains, after a loss of more than 20 million last April. The
unemployment rate fell to 11.1% from the peak of 14.7% in April.The
Caixin China services PMI rose to 58.4 in June from 55 in May,
climbing up to its 10-year high. Supply and demand recovered as
COVID-19 remained largely under control in China.

 Global oil prices increased on the back of increasing demand due to
global easing of lockdown restrictions. Brent oil closed at USD 42.80
(+4.34% WoW) per barrel, while WTI crude closed at USD 40.65
(+5.61% WoW) per barrel.
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 Local fixed income yields dropped on average by -50.84 bps on the
back of stronger demand on government debts, following the recent policy
rate cut from the BSP. This was also driven by a slight recovery of the
local manufacturing PMI in June to 49.7.

 Key events that happened during the week:
 Based on a report by IHS Markit, the Philippine manufacturing

Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) improved to 49.7 in June from 40.1 in
May. According to IHS Markit, this signalled a further movement toward
stabilization in the Filipino goods-producing sector. The easing of
restrictions helped business confidence improve on companies' hopes for
sales to recover.

 Preliminary data from the Department of Finance showed that BOC
collections totalled Php270.77 bn in June, a 28% YoY growth from the
Php211.5 bn logged last year. The government agency attributed the
increase to higher collection efforts across all ports and gradual recovery
in import volume.

Sources: BPI, Business World, PDI, Phil Star, Manila Bulletin, Reuters, Briefing, Bloomberg, CNN, Dow Jones, The Wall Street Journal, CNBC

Local equities rose and the Philippine Peso strengthened on the back of risk-on sentiment due to positive economic data releases
during the week. Local fixed income yields slightly fell amid demand on government debt following the surprise rate cut from the
BSP.
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 The Philippine Peso strengthened amid positive sentiment
driven by the country's strong balance of payments data, upbeat
US and China economic data releases, and the surprise rate cut
by the BSP. The USD/PHP pair ended at 49.55 (-0.74% WoW).

 The Euro strengthened, driven by a stronger risk appetite as
supported by positive developments on the vaccine for the
coronavirus disease and the possible recovery of the global
economy. The EUR/USD pair closed at 1.1248 (+0.26% WoW).

 The PSEi rose on the back of risk-on sentiment driven by the
upbeat economic data releases during the week. The US posted a
recovery in home sales data, while China reported an improvement
in its Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index. The PSEi closed
at 6,372.66 (+2.92% WoW).

 Gains were led by First Gen Corp (PSE ticker: FGEN; +20.00%
WoW), Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI; +5.86%), and Puregold
Price Club Inc. (PGOLD; +5.45%). On the other hand, losses were
led by Robinsons Land Corporation (RLC; -2.73%) and followed by
Metro Pacific Investments Corp. (MPI; -2.63%).

 Key events that transpired during the week:
 AC Energy, the power arm of Ayala Corp., (PSE Ticker: AC), will

increase its existing senior green bonds offering by $60 mn. The
funds will be used for green energy projects, and the company
hopes to expand its renewable energy capacity to 5,000 megawatts
by 2025. The Ayala-led subsidiary currently has $360mn in 5-year
bonds, and $110mn in 10-year bonds. The additional bonds will be
listed in the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading.

 Alliance Global Group, Inc. (PSE Ticker: AGI) reported a 32%
drop in earnings as it posted Php3 billion in net profit for 1Q20,
compared to its profit of Php4 billion in 1Q19. The company
attributed the dip to the coronavirus pandemic and the Taal eruption
which affected all their business segments.
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